The decay of metastable states of a system obeying an n-variable Fokker-Planck equation is considered by evaluating the mean first-passage time T~using the asymptotic method of Schuss and Matkowsky. The statistics of the first-passage time~in the small-noise high-barrier limit is shown to follow (r')=r!(r)', where Tr =(r), independent of the number of degrees of freedom, n. The time T~i n the low-barrier, high-noise limit is also calculated. The hysteresis window for the control-parameter sweep rate is generalized to multivariate systems. These general results are applied to a model of a two-mode laser, where n =4. A comparison with recent results of Mandel and co-workers is made, and experimental tests of the predictions are suggested.
The FPT formalism focuses on the time r for a fluctuating x=(xi,x2, . . . , x")CQ to first cross a specified boundary BQ, with v. being a stochastic variable. The whose steady-state solution Po(x) has a bimodal character @is a. control parameter for the transition.
One would like to calculate the rate of transition from one minimum of Po(x) For small e, the function v ( x;e) can be expanded as d; (a)= g A;kAJ(dk((x, +Au),
neglecting e /'&&1 since e " goes to zero faster than 1/x in the hmit x -+ao. The first term on the left-hand side is retained, as it must contain an O(1) contribution due to rapid variation on a scale e'/ . If it is dropped as being O(e) then one is led to unacceptable solutions: If v' '(x) is a constant where g(x)&0, then from (2.9) this constant must be zero.
To study escape over a barrier near a saddle point x"it is appropriate to transform to a new and preferred set of axes centered at x, and rotated such that one axis, z, is along the line of steepest descent of the force /((x). The other p =(p), . . . , p") } axes are perpendicular to z. The saddle point is (p, z)=(0,0) in the new frame. The z direction increases inward from the boundary so a reflection may be necessary for acute rotation angles (see Fig.   1 ). Then the old x =(x i,x2, . . . , x")and new where scaled variables are denoted by a prime. Expanding in e, the leading contributions are
and, using the fact that the saddle point is a steady state,
Now, close to the saddle point, at points on the z (p;} axis, the direction of the deterministic force is along the z (p;) axis itself, by the choice of the preferred frame. Thus, from (2.2lc) b ))' (b ') is in the z' (pI) 
is an n &(n Hessian evaluated at x.
Turning to statistics, the rth moment of the FPT In the n-variable case, following (2.8) vz'(x) =A(")u(")(x;e)e" (2.32) where u(, ) vanishes on the boundary. As in (2.12), the asymptotic limit is (r)(
Neglecting terms -re /' after inserting (2.32) into (2.28), one gets the same equation as (2.14) for u(x;e), with the same boundary conditions. Thus to this order, u (")'(x ) =u( ( x ). As P0( x ) is sharply peaked at x~, (x ) is approximated by its asymptotic value, and using (2.12), one gets (2.30) holding even in the n-variable case. The first-passage-time statistics are seen to be independent of dimension in the high-barrier, weak-noise limit.
For completeness we also mention some results on the FPT statistics in one dimension, with the control parameter p close to the limit of metastability p, i, of the well at x~()((, ). For simplicity, a constant diffusion term D is taken. Then one is in the low-barrier, high=noise limit and from (2.29b) with x, ) --x~'(p, )), Tp"'(x~) =(x~-x, ) )X("), where g"' has been evaluated and, for r & 1, The basic idea is that p must raise the metastable well too fast for a hop-over to occur, but slow enough so that the system sits near the moving well minimum (adiabatic following). These two requirements define the brackets of a hysteresis window for p.
In n variables, the n)&n relaxation matrix is obtained from linearizing the deterministic equation about the (metastable) steady state x m". = -A;(x,p)= -$ (i) (xj -xmj') . (3.l) The potential, when seen from a frame centered at the saddle point and vanishes, as expected, at p=p, 1. This corresponds to the ridge of Fig. 3 (dashed line) , containing the saddle point I"rolling down to annihilate the minimum at I (1) The two-mode laser problem is considered elsewhere' ' in units where the diffusion constant is unity. We scale in the barrier height b, U, as in (2.6). However, it is convenient to further scale the variables x and pump parame- The steady states (4.6) are shown as points on an I~vs I2 plot in Fig. 3 , while the hysteresis curve as seen in terms of the well I& is plotted in Fig. 4 . The two branches are I, =a (1+. p) (branch 1) and I& --0 (branch 2) while the intervening barrier is given by I,~--a(l -p/p, )/(/+1). The smaller of these enters the inequality of (3.3). The -(1 -pip, 1) behavior comes from the linear Ii(p) in Fig. 4 .
The first-passage times of (5.14) and (5.16) are for jumps from metastable states to the stable states Tz" in the notation of (3.7). Tz, is obtained by p,~-p. Then
